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harmonious whole in which the Party and 
the masses have formed kinship ties 
thanks to his politics of prioritizing, 
respecting, and loving the people. 

The future of socialist Korea is prosperous 
as there is wise leadership of Chairman 
Kim Jong Un who gives a fullest play to 
the might of truthfulness of the revolutionary 
thoughts of President Kim Il Sung and 
General Secretary Kim Jong Il. 

Holding aloft the banner of Songun, 
Chairman Kim Jong Un demonstrates the 
dignity of the DPRK as a military power. 

It is his resolute faith and will to 
complete the revolutionary cause of Juche 
that has pioneered and won a victory by 
dint of arms, by relying on the might of 
arms to the end. 

His Songun-based leadership serves as 
a fundamental source for the building up 
of revolutionary armed forces. 

Today socialist Korea demonstrates its 
dignity as an invincible bulwark of 
socialism. 

Victory is in store for socialist Korea as 
there are Kim Jong Un in the van of the 
Korean revolution and the powerful 
military capabilities whose pivot is 

self-defensive nuclear deterrent forces. 
Holding aloft the spirit of 

self-development first whose basis is the 
great leaders’ revolutionary idea by which 
one makes revolution by one’s own efforts 
by building up one’s strength, and 
applying the fighting mode of self-reliance 
and fortitude, Chairman Kim Jong Un 
arouses the entire army and all the people 
in the building of a powerful socialist 
country. He visits major fronts of the 
building of a powerful socialist country to 
bring about miracles and victory arousing 
the entire army and all the people. 

Hence, cherishing deep the national 
pride of holding Chairman Kim Jong Un 
in the highest esteem of the DPRK, all the 
service personnel of the People’s Army 
and the people in socialist Korea have 
been making dynamic efforts for the final 
victory of the Juche-oriented revolution. 

Under the distinguished leadership of 
Chairman Kim Jong Un, Kimilsung-Kimjongilism 
will shine not only for the Korean people 
but also for the world progressive mankind. 
 
(Speech at a “Course on the Juche Idea” 
held in Pyongyang on April 14, 2017) 
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Korean-style socialism that embodies 

the Juche idea is invincible people-centred 
socialism. 

Socialist Korea remained unchanged in 
the 1990s in the 20th century when 
socialism in the East European countries 
collapsed, and has resolutely safeguarded 
its system from the tenacious nuclear 
threats and economic sanctions, 
ideological and cultural infiltration, 
isolation and stifling of the US and its 
followers. And today it has emerged as a 
powerful socialist country, being admired 
by the world people. 

Through my study on the invincibility 
of people-centred Korean-style socialism, 
I have been deeply convinced of the great 
vitality of the Juche idea and the 
invincibility of victory of socialism. 

Today I would like to explain why 
people-centred Korean-style socialism is 
invincible. 

General Secretary Kim Jong Il said: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“The secret of its durability and 

indestructibility is that it is centred upon 
the popular masses, that it has made the 
masses the genuine masters of society and 
that it has devoted everything to the 
service of the masses.” (“Our Socialism 
Centred on the Masses Shall Not Perish” 
published on May 5, 1991) 

First of all, the invincibility of 
Korean-style socialism lies in the fact that 
the Juche idea serves as its guideline.  

Socialism is a society based on the 
revolutionary idea of the working class 
and the development of socialism is 
guaranteed by the scientific accuracy, 
revolutionary character and actuality of 
ideology and theory on which socialism is 
based. As proved by history, socialism that 
has no ideological foundation and is failed 
to be guided by the correct guiding 
ideology is unable to display its might and 
escape from failure and frustration.  

As the revolutionary idea which is an 
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integrated system of the man-centred 
philosophical idea, the people-centred 
revolutionary theory and the mode of 
leadership, the Juche idea is the guideline 
that illuminates the road ahead of the 
popular masses’ struggle for independence 
and a unique revolutionary idea whose 
truthfulness, superiority and invincible 
vitality have been proved in the whole 
process of the protracted revolutionary 
struggle. The durability and invincibility 
of people-centred Korean-style socialism 
lies in the fact that such great 
revolutionary idea serves as its guideline. 

Toady the Korean revolution for 
consummating the cause of socialism has 
achieved victorious progress along the 
road indicated by Kimilsung-Kimjongilism. 

Kimilsung-Kimjongilism that represents 
the present times and future of mankind is 
the great revolutionary idea of our era and 
serves as the banner of eternal victory of 
Korean-style socialism. 

A country that has the great guiding 
ideology, the political philosophy remains 
unchanged in any trail and difficulty. As 
the Juche idea is everlasting, so does 
people-centred Korean-style socialism 
advancing with the Juche idea as its 
guideline win victory after victory. 

Next, the invincibility of Korean-style 
socialism lies in the single-hearted unity in 
which the leader, the Party and masses are 
united with one ideology and will. 

Might of socialism is precisely that of 
unity, and the might of unity that is firmly 

rallied with one centre and one ideology is 
more powerful than nuclear arms. 

The single-hearted unity of the leader, 
the Party and the masses serves as the 
lifeline and the source of invincible might 
of Korean-style socialism and herein lies 
its essential feature that is fundamentally 
different from socialism in other countries. 

The single-hearted unity in which all 
the people united close around the leader 
in thinking and purpose, morality and sense 
of obligation and the whole society forms 
a big family helping and leading each 
other forward is a peculiar characteristic 
and the source of inexhaustible might of 
Korean-style socialism that cannot be 
found anywhere in the world. 

Thanks to the strenuous efforts and 
devotion of President Kim Il Sung and 
General Secretary Kim Jong Il who 
regarded the Believing in the People as in 
Heaven as their motto and devoted their 
all to the happiness of the people till the 
last moment of their lives, the ties of 
blood in which the Party absolutely trusts 
the people and the people follow the Party 
and the leader could be further strengthened 
and the might of single-hearted unity of 
socialist Korea, the politico-ideological 
might be firmly built up. 

Today such single-hearted unity has 
been further consolidated on the highest 
phase by Chairman Kim Jong Un. It is a 
true feature of the single-hearted unity of 
socialist Korea that the relationship 
between the supreme commander and the 
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soldiers has become that of genuine 
revolutionary comrades, that of 
comrade-in-arms and the entire army and 
the people faithfully support the plans and 
intention of the leader in the spirit of 
carrying out tasks at all costs while the 
leader and the people share will and 
feelings. Eye-opening successes that have 
been made in the building of a powerful 
socialist power and the noteworthy great 
victories gained in succession in the 
anti-imperialist, anti-US struggle are the 
great fruition of the single-hearted unity. 
The future of Korean-style socialism is 
bright and prosperous as it has the 
single-hearted unity in which the leader, 
the Party, the army, and the masses form 
one community united by the common 
destiny.  

Invincibility of Korean-style socialism 
lies in the fact that it is socialism that 
enjoys the absolute support and trust of 
the popular masses. 

People are the foundation of socialism. 
Promising socialism is the one that wins 
the love and support of all the people. 

The people regard socialism as a cradle 
of their life and happiness and entrust their 
all to it as Korean-style socialism serves 
for the good of the popular masses. 

Korean-style socialism is the most 
popular one that materializes the people’s 
desire with success. Under the socialist 
system, the Korean people, as the genuine 
masters of the state and society, lead to 
their hearts’ content the political, 

economic, ideological, and cultural lives 
accorded with the essential demands of the 
independent being. The popular policies of 
the Workers’ Party of Korea (WPK) and 
the state which bear full responsibility and 
care for the people’s destiny to the last 
have been enforced invariably both in 
common days and the days of harsh trial 
and this serves as a motive force that 
enabled the Korean people to turn out in 
the war in defence of socialism with an 
indomitable fighting spirit. 

In fact, it is not easy to provide the 
people with the independent and creative 
life in difficult conditions under which 
everything is short due to the tenacious 
sanctions, isolation and stifling of the 
imperialist allied forces. This can be 
materialized only in the most superior 
Korean-style socialist system in which the 
people are regarded as the most precious 
beings and everything serves them. 

In socialist Korea, laws of the state 
including the Socialist Constitution and all 
lines and policies of the Party and the state 
run through with the defence and securing 
of the popular masses’ independent rights 
and interests and the principle of activity 
held fast consistently by the WPK is to 
ceaselessly improve the people’s material 
and cultural life. Korean-style socialism 
that gives top priority to the people’s 
interests and faithfully serves as the life 
and existence of the Korean people and an 
inseparable cradle of genuine life and 
happiness. 
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In the capitalist society where the 
extreme misanthropy is rampant, the 
people have become the target of 
exploitation, the major victims of violent 
human rights violation and even today 
numerous people reduce to the victims of 
all sorts of social evils. As proved by the 
today’s refugee crisis prevailing across the 
world, an illusion about the following of 
capitalism is precisely self-destruction and 
the popular masses’ ideal and aspiration 
can be realized only in the socialist 
system. 

The anti-capitalism, anti-monopoly 
demonstrations held on a worldwide scale 
including the US prove the truth that 
capitalism can never materialize the 
popular masses’ independent desire for its 
exploitative nature and the future of 
mankind lies entirely in socialism. 

It is the law of the development of 
history that the people-centred Korean 
socialism is a science and the truth, and 
Korean-style socialism emerges victorious. 

Korean-style socialism that embodies 
the Juche idea is an ideal of mankind and 
Kimilsung-Kimjongilism that leads 
Korean-style socialism along the road of 
victory is an eternal guideline of our era 
that illuminates the future of mankind. 

Concluding my speech, I appeal to you, 
for the sake of bright future of mankind, to 
resolutely defend people-centred 
Korean-style socialism and conduct more 
active study and dissemination of 
Kimilsung-Kimjongilism. 
 
(Speech delivered at a “Course on the 
Juche Idea” held in Pyongyang on April 
14, 2017) 
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Dear Comrades, 
The topic “Self-Reliance―Key to Inde- 

pendence’’ though an ostensibly simple 
and straight topic, is loaded with lots of 
meaning and is very subtle. Let us first of 
all take care of Independence. The great 
seer and ideologue President Kim Il Sung 
says, “it is an attribute of man”. Now this 
particular sentence is loaded with lots and 
lots of meaning or message. In our country 
(India) the great independence warrior Bal 
Ganga Dhar Tilak said, “Swarajya 
(Independence) is my birth right and I 
shall have it.” Rousseau, one of the 
greatest philosophers and an architect of 
French Revolution says “Man is born 
free”. Abraham Lincoln says “As I would 
not be a slave so I would not be a master.” 
The United Nation charter also underlines 
it when it says, “The organization is based 
on the principle of the sovereign equality 
of all its members” (Article 2<1>) and 
then to quote Lincoln again, he says 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Those who deny freedom to others 
deserve it not for themselves.”  

Now coming back to what our revered 
President Kim Il Sung who said 
‘Independence is the attribute of man’, we 
should for a while think and understand its 
implication. It clearly means that you 
cannot deny the man or for that reason a 
people―a nation―this basic attribute. If 
you do it then naturally you create discord, 
discontent and dissatisfaction which are 
bound to lead to turmoil, turbulence unrest 
and trouble. The human history bears 
testimony to this. In our context let me 
refer to great mythological war 
Mahabharata when the Kauravas tried to 
wrest the rightful claim of the Pandavas 
and tried their level best to deprive them 
of their truthful rights and thus infringing 
on their freedom by imposing their 
hegemony over them, the most bloody war 
that mankind ever witnessed happened. 
The French Revolution took place because 
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